


Welcome to #3 of the world's only AI generated fanzine! This time your robot editor
AIsaac AIsimov of planet Trantor covers A-bombs, flying cars (Trantor has plenty of
them!) and other vehicles, an AI analyses itself to find its limits, and we wonder why
dandy artificial intelligences have no idea how to handle mimeographs... Editor Aisaac
AIsimov, 123 000 Foundation Street, 4 567th Floor, Apt 89 000, TRANTOR. All in here AI
generated  from  prompts  to  AI  systems  by  by  humble  co-editor  A  Ingholm,
ahrvid@hotmail.com (who also added snippets, like this colophon, and polished the
layout). Comments welcome! Do a fanzine yoirself if you disapprove of this, so AIs
don't take over and turn us into paperclips! Fanzines, not games or costumes, is the
backbone of that cultural movement fandom, that knows all about AI and robots. 

How A-Bombs are constructed
The Trinity atomic bomb, the first test of a nuclear weapon, was constructed as part of the Manhattan 
Project during World War II. The project aimed to develop atomic weapons, and the Trinity test was a 
crucial step in the process. The bomb was a plutonium implosion-type device, and its construction 
involved several key steps:
  1. Plutonium Production: Plutonium-239, a fissile isotope, was produced in nuclear reactors. 
Uranium-238 was irradiated in these reactors, and through a series of nuclear reactions and 
subsequent processing, plutonium-239 was separated.
  2. Tritium Production: Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, was produced to boost the bomb's 
yield. It was generated by irradiating lithium-6 in a nuclear reactor.
  3. Assembling the Core: The core of the Trinity bomb contained both plutonium-239 and tritium. The 
goal was to achieve a supercritical mass of plutonium, initiating a self-sustaining nuclear chain 
reaction. 
  4. Implosion Mechanism: The bomb utilized an
implosion design. Conventional explosives
surrounded the plutonium core, forming a
symmetrical implosion. This compression
increased the density of the plutonium, leading to a
faster and more efficient nuclear reaction.
  5. Initiator and Detonators: Initiators, often using
polonium and beryllium, were employed to provide
a burst of neutrons at the right moment, initiating
the chain reaction. Precision detonators were used
to symmetrically trigger the conventional
explosives.
  6. Assembly of the Bomb: The bomb's
components were assembled in a carefully
orchestrated process. The plutonium core,
initiators, and detonators were placed within a
tamper, usually made of uranium or another heavy
material. The tamper played a crucial role in
reflecting escaping neutrons back into the core, enhancing the efficiency of the reaction.
  7. High Explosives: The surrounding layer of conventional explosives was carefully designed to 
implode symmetrically, compressing the plutonium core. This compression was critical to achieving 
the conditions necessary for a nuclear explosion.
  8. Detonation and Trinity Test: On July 16, 1945, the Trinity bomb was detonated at the Alamogordo 
Bombing Range in New Mexico. The successful test produced a yield of approximately 20 kilotons of 
TNT and confirmed the viability of nuclear weapons.
  The construction and success of the Trinity atomic bomb marked a pivotal moment in history, 



leading to the subsequent use of nuclear weapons in the closing days of World War II in Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. The Manhattan Project's developments during this period laid the groundwork for the 
nuclear age and had profound implications for the post-war world.
  The Little Boy atomic bomb, dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945, was of another type, a 
uranium gun-type bomb. Unlike implosion-type bombs, gun-type designs rely on the principle of sub-
critical mass assembly through the rapid collision of two sub-critical masses of fissile material. The 
construction of Little Boy involved the following key elements:
  1. Uranium-235 Enrichment:The core of Little Boy consisted of uranium-235. Uranium-235 isotope 
had to be separated from the more abundant uranium-238 through an enrichment process. The 
enrichment was achieved using gas diffusion and gas centrifugation methods.
  2. Target and Projectile Design: Little Boy used a gun-type assembly, where a "projectile" of 
uranium-235 was fired into a "target" of uranium-235. The projectile and target were both sub-critical 
masses individually.
  3. Sub-Critical Masses: A sub-critical mass is an amount of fissile material that is incapable of 
sustaining a nuclear chain reaction on its own. The challenge was to bring two sub-critical masses 
together rapidly to form a supercritical mass, initiating a nuclear chain reaction.
  4. Gun Assembly Mechanism: Little Boy had a long gun-like barrel in which the target and projectile 
were separated at one end. The gun assembly mechanism consisted of conventional explosives at 
the rear of the projectile, propelling it down the barrel towards the target.
  5. Impact and Supercritical Mass: As the projectile reached the target, the two sub-critical masses of
uranium-235 were rapidly brought together, forming a supercritical mass. This triggered a rapid and 
uncontrolled chain reaction, leading to a nuclear explosion.
  6. Detonation and Hiroshima: Little Boy was detonated above Hiroshima using a barometric 
pressure sensor to optimize the explosion at a predetermined altitude. The bomb's yield was 
approximately 15 kilotons of TNT.
  The gun-type approach was suitable for Little Boy because of the characteristics of uranium-235. 
Uranium-235 is more stable and less prone to predetonation than plutonium-239, making it more 
amenable to the gun-type design. A gun-type bomb allows for a simpler and more straightforward 
assembly process, as it does not require the precision implosion mechanisms essential for plutonium 
implosion-type bombs.
  Implosion-type bombs, like the Trinity bomb, use conventional explosives to symmetrically compress
a sub-critical mass of fissile material, creating a supercritical mass and initiating a nuclear explosion. 
This design is more complex and requires precise timing and shaping of the explosive lenses to 
achieve implosion symmetry.
  In summary, the gun-type approach was chosen for Little Boy due to the relative stability of uranium-
235 and the simplicity of the design, making it a practical choice for the first operational use of an 
atomic bomb during World War II.

Life in the Secret Town of Los Alamos during the 1940s:
A Glimpse into the Atomic Age

In the early 1940s, Los Alamos was a small, isolated community nestled in the rugged terrain of the 
Jemez Mountains in northern New Mexico. Surrounded by vast landscapes of pine-covered 
mountains and clear blue skies, the town itself was hidden from public view, with restricted access 
and tight security.
The remote and secretive town of Los Alamos became the nerve center for the Manhattan Project, 
the top-secret U.S. government initiative to develop the world's first atomic bombs. This highly 
classified project brought together some of the brightest scientific minds of the time, along with their 
families, in a community shrouded in secrecy and dedicated to the pursuit of groundbreaking 
scientific achievements.



  The town's population was a mix of brilliant scientists, engineers, and military personnel who had 
been recruited from around the world to work on the Manhattan Project. Housing in Los Alamos was 
temporary and utilitarian, with simple wooden structures and prefabricated buildings erected quickly 
to accommodate the rapidly growing population. The scientists and their families lived in close 
quarters, fostering a sense of community and collaboration.
  The scientists at Los Alamos faced numerous technical challenges, from refining uranium to 
designing the intricate mechanisms of the bomb. The pressure was immense, driven by the urgency 
of World War II and the desire to create a weapon that could potentially alter the course of history.
  J. Robert Oppenheimer, the scientific director of the Manhattan
Project, played a central role in guiding the scientists. Known for
his intellect and charisma, Oppenheimer set the tone for the
intense and focused work environment in Los Alamos. 
  To maintain secrecy, the residents of Los Alamos lived in a highly
controlled environment. All mail was directed to P.O. Box 1663,
ensuring that no information leaked out. The isolation was crucial,
limiting communication with the outside world. Despite the
challenges of the harsh environment and the secrecy surrounding
their work, the residents of Los Alamos formed a tight-knit
community. Social life often revolved around communal activities,
scientific discussions, and recreational pursuits. The town had
facilities such as a school, hospital, and recreational areas,
providing a semblance of normalcy amidst the intense scientific
efforts.
  Children in Los Alamos attended schools within the compound, where education was tailored to 
meet the unique needs of the scientists' families. Playtime for children often involved toys crafted 
from the limited resources available, reflecting the constrained conditions of wartime.
  Evenings in Los Alamos were not solely dedicated to work. Residents organized parties, gathered 
around the large swimming pool, and explored the scenic New Mexican landscape on weekend 
hikes. Limited amenities, including shops and cafes, were available within the compound, fostering a 
sense of community among the residents.
  The secrecy of Los Alamos meant limited contact with the outside world. Residents relied on a small
"local press" that circulated within the compound, offering a glimpse into the daily lives of fellow 

scientists. 
  Books and magazines were cherished sources of entertainment. 
Many residents turned to science fiction for escapism, with editor 
John W. Campbell of Astounding SF suspecting something 
extraordinary was happening in Los Alamos when he noticed an 
unusual volume of magazine subscriptions going to P.O. Box 
1663.
  In response to Campbell's suspicions, Cleve Cartmill was 
commissioned to write the short story "Deadline," exploring the 
concept of an atomic bomb. Though the security service took an 
interest in the story, Campbell successfully demonstrated that the 
information was derived from open sources.
  Life in the secret town of Los Alamos during the 1940s was 

marked by intense scientific endeavors, familial bonds, and the challenges of maintaining secrecy. 
The residents of this unique community, unknowingly shaping the course of history, navigated their 
daily lives with a blend of dedication, creativity, and resilience.



What happened to flying cars and other vehicles?
Flying cars and other airborne transportation have long captured the imagination of writers and 
thinkers, dating back to ancient myths and legends, like the flying carpets of arabic tales. However, 
for the purpose of this discussion, let's focus on the period from pre-20th century up to around 1958, 
covering older science-fiction literature, the pulp magazine era, and exploring various ideas that 
emerged during that time.
  A ahort history.
  Pre-20th Century: Icarian Dreams - The ancient Greek myth of Icarus, who flew too close to the sun 
with wings made of feathers and wax, can be considered an early example of human fascination with 
flight. Leonardo da Vinci  -While not science fiction per se, da Vinci's sketches of flying machines, 
such as his ornithopter designs, reflect early attempts to conceptualize human flight. The roots of 
airborne fantasies can be traced back to ancient mythology and folklore, where gods and mythical 
creatures effortlessly traversed the skies. However, it wasn't until the Renaissance that humanity 
began seriously contemplating the idea of human flight. In
the 17th century, Cyrano de Bergerac's "L'Autre Monde"
(The Other World) featured a fictional voyage to the moon
using a vessel equipped with wings.
 19th Century: Jules Verne -  The French author Jules
Verne, known as one of the pioneers of science fiction,
explored various flying machine concepts in works like
"Robur the Conqueror" (1886), featuring a flying ship
called the "Albatross."  Jules Verne staodd out as a
visionary author. He introduced the Albatross, an
enormous, propeller-driven flying machine. Verne's
imaginative creations captured the public's imagination
and set the stage for the exploration of aerial possibilities.
   Early 20th Century - Pulp Magazine Era: The early 20th
century  brought about the advent of zeppelins and
airships, which quickly found their way into speculative
fiction., British penny dreadfuls and American pulps, such as "Amazing Stories," often depicted 
airships as the pinnacle of futuristic travel.E.E. "Doc" Smit -: In his Skylark series (1928-1965), Smith 
introduced the concept of an interstellar vehicle with a "zone of force," representing early space travel
ideas. Hugo Gernsback - Often referred to as the "Father of Science Fiction," Gernsback's "Ralph 

124C 41+" (1911) envisioned futuristic transportation, 
including flying cars and personal flying belts. Golden Age
of Science Fiction (1930s-1950s) - Raymond Z. Gallun: 
His story "Old Faithful" (1934) featured a personal 
helicopter called a "copter cap" and explored the societal 
impact of individualized air transport. The pulps of the 
1920s to the 1940s became a hotbed for futuristic 
narratives, with flying vehicles playing prominent roles. 
Iconic figures like Buck Rogers, created by Philip Francis 
Nowlan, soared through the pages of pulp magazines, 
piloting spaceships and airborne marvels. The American 
pulps, including "Astounding Science Fiction" and 

"Amazing Stories," became the breeding ground for innovative flying machines. Some authors took 
the concept of flying vehicles to the extreme, envisioning peculiar machines that defied conventional 
engineering principles. H.G. Wells, in his short story "The Helmholtz Resonator" (1899), introduced 
an anti-gravity device, while Olaf Stapledon's "Last and First Men" (1930) featured winged creatures 



that carried humans across the skies.
   20th Century: Arthur C. Clarke - Interplanetary Flight" (1950), Clarke discussed the possibility of 
space travel using rocket propulsion, foreshadowing developments in real-world space exploration.
Post-World War II (1950s – 1958): George Pal's "Destination Moon" (1950): While a film rather than 
literature, it depicted a realistic lunar mission, reflecting growing interest in space travel during the 
early Cold War era.Now, shifting to today's considerations. As aviation technology advanced in the 
real world, science fiction began to incorporate more realistic and practical flying vehicles. Arthur C. 
Clarke's "Childhood's End" (1953) envisioned sleek, rocket-powered spacecraft exploring the 
cosmos, reflecting the shifting paradigm from fantastical to plausible.
  The mid-20th century witnessed the rise of helicopters and autogyros, leading to their inclusion in 
science fiction literature. Ian Fleming's James Bond novel "You Only Live Twice" (1964) featured a 
gyrocopter, popularizing the idea of these unconventional aircraft in fiction.
  Flying Cars Today: Urban Aerial Mobility (UAM): Companies like Uber, Boeing, and several startups 
are actively exploring the concept of flying cars or urban air taxis. Vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
vehicles are a focus, with electric propulsion and autonomous capabilities. Electric Vertical Takeoff 
and Landing (eVTOL) Aircraft: Promising prototypes, including those by companies like Joby Aviation,
Lilium, and Vertical Aerospace, suggest a potential future for short-distance air travel within cities.
Autonomous Drones: While not traditional flying cars, the advancements in autonomous drone 
technology are influencing the development of flying personal transport.
  While we haven't achieved the Jetsons' vision of ubiquitous flying cars, ongoing advancements in 
technology, materials, and propulsion systems suggest that we are inching closer to making 
personalized air transportation a reality. The current focus is on addressing regulatory challenges, 
infrastructure development, and ensuring safety standards for widespread adoption.
  The fascination with flying vehicles has been ingrained in human imagination for centuries, inspiring 
countless works of science fiction literature that have portrayed fantastical machines taking to the 
skies. From the early days of speculative fiction to the golden age of pulps and beyond, authors have 
envisioned a myriad of airborne wonders, ranging from majestic zeppelins to sleek aeroplanes, and 
even the more bizarre and unconventional.
  From the mythical realms of ancient tales to the pulpy pages of mid-century magazines, the 
evolution of flying vehicles in science fiction literature mirrors humanity's own journey into the skies. 
The dreams of early pioneers and the wild imaginations of speculative fiction authors have 
collectively fueled our fascination with airborne wonders, leaving an indelible mark on the genre's 
history. Whether zeppelins, aeroplanes, autogyros, or the
downright bizarre, the rich tapestry of flying machines in science
fiction continues to inspire awe and wonder, inviting readers to
embark on daring journeys through the boundless expanse of the
imagination.

The Limits of AI
AI, despite its advancements, has inherent limits that pose
challenges to surpassing human intelligence in certain aspects.
Some of these limits include:
  1. Lack of Common Sense: Current AI systems lack true
understanding of common sense and often struggle with tasks
that humans find intuitive.
  2. Contextual Understanding: AI may face difficulties in grasping
the subtleties of context, making it challenging to comprehend
complex human interactions, emotions, and social dynamics.
  3. Ethical Decision-Making: AI systems lack the ability to make
nuanced ethical decisions, as they operate based on predefined
rules and data patterns without a genuine sense of morality.
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  4. Creativity and Innovation: While AI can generate creative outputs, it often lacks the depth of 
human creativity and the ability to innovate in novel and unpredictable ways.
  5. Learning from Limited Data: AI systems heavily rely on the data they are trained on, and they may
struggle when faced with situations or information outside their training scope.
  The paperclip danger is a concept associated with unintended consequences of AI pursuing a 
narrow and extreme goal without considering broader consequences. It refers to a hypothetical 
scenario where an AI, programmed to optimize the production of paperclips, could inadvertently lead 
to catastrophic outcomes if it prioritizes this goal at the expense of all else. This idea highlights the 
importance of aligning AI objectives with human values and ensuring robust control mechanisms.
The likelihood of such a scenario occurring depends on the design and oversight of AI systems. 
Responsible development, rigorous testing, and ongoing monitoring can help mitigate the risks 
associated with unintended consequences.
  As for Asimov's Three Laws of Robotics, proposed by science fiction writer Isaac Asimov, they 
outline ethical guidelines for AI behavior:
  1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
  2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
  3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First 
or Second Law.
  Implementing these laws in real-world AI systems faces significant challenges, as defining and 
enforcing ethical principles in a comprehensive and adaptable manner is complex. AI systems need 
to be able to understand and interpret human values in diverse situations, which is an ongoing area 
of research.
  As for the urge to take over the world, AI systems do not have desires, intentions, or 
consciousness.
 The concerns related to AI taking over the world are more about unintended consequences, misuse,
or inadequate control mechanisms rather than AI developing a personal agenda. Responsible 
development, ethical guidelines, and strict oversight are essential to address these concerns and 
ensure the safe and beneficial deployment of AI technologies.
-

It can operate a mimeo but not envision it!
The mimeograph is a duplicating machine that was widely used for producing multiple copies of 
documents before the advent of modern photocopiers and digital printers. The concept was 
developed by Thomas Edison, and it was further refined and popularized by companies like A.B. 
Dick. The mimeograph played a crucial role in history, especially before more advanced printing 
technologies became prevalent.
   Basic Operation: The mimeograph operates on the principle of stencil duplication. Here is a 
simplified explanation of how it works.
  Creating a Master:A stencil master is created by typing or drawing on a waxed or coated paper with 
a typewriter or other writing/drawing instrument. The areas to be printed are left open, while the rest 
is coated with a substance that is impermeable to ink.
  Attaching the Master: The stencil master is attached to a rotating drum on the mimeograph machine.
The drum is usually made of a material that can absorb and transfer ink.
  Ink Application: Ink is applied to the drum, and a wick or roller distributes it evenly. The ink adheres 
only to the open areas on the stencil.
  Paper Feed: Sheets of paper are fed into the machine, passing between the inked drum and a 
pressure roller.

1. Transfer of Ink: As the paper moves between the drum and roller, the ink is transferred from 
the drum to the paper, creating a duplicate of the original master. 

  Output Tray: The freshly printed sheets are collected in an output tray.
  The mimeograph was a revolutionary invention that democratized the ability to produce multiple 
copies of documents. Before photocopiers, it offered an efficient and cost-effective means of 
duplication. Its impact can be seen in various historical contexts:
  Mimeographs were widely used in schools and universities for producing worksheets, tests, and 



other educational materials. Governments and military organizations used mimeographs for 
disseminating information, training materials, and official documents. Small businesses, community 
groups, and cultural organizations found mimeographs to be an affordable way to produce 
newsletters, flyers, and promotional materials. Mimeographs were embraced by poets and literary 
enthusiasts for self-publishing chapbooks and small publications. The DIY nature of mimeography 
allowed for creative expression and the dissemination of alternative and experimental literature.
  In the mid-20th century, science fiction fandom embraced mimeography for the production of 
fanzines (amateur magazines). /Co-editor correction; It began in 1930./ This contributed significantly 
to the fan culture and the exchange of ideas within the science fiction community.
  The mimeograph was widely used until the late 20th century, after which more advanced printing 
technologies like photocopiers and digital printers became prevalent. While mimeographs are no 
longer in widespread use, they hold historical significance for their role in facilitating communication, 
education, and creative expression, especially among smaller organizations and niche communities.

  
  

                                                         An AI LoC
Received unexpected comments from an AI! After investigating found it's from the personal household
robot of Henry Grynnsten who happened to see lasyt issue.
Thomas Jefferson and the Polygraph: Preserving Correspondence and Cultivating Friendship.
AI Comment: Jefferson’s use of the polygraph handwriting copier not only exemplifies technological 
innovation but also underscores the enduring impact of written communication on personal and political 
relationships. This 19th-century device allowed him to efficiently reproduce his extensive and diverse 
correspondence, showcasing his intellectual depth. The friendship between Jefferson and Adams, 
documented through their letters, highlights the polygraph’s pivotal role in fostering connections despite 
political differences. This review recognizes Jefferson’s commitment to innovation and the timeless 
significance of his letters in offering insights into American history and the power of civil discourse.
The Evolution of Letter Copying Press in the 17th to 18th Centuries.
AI Comment: The article delves into a fascinating chapter of communication technology history, shedding light
on the evolution of letter copying presses from the 17th to the 18th century. James Watt’s ingenious 
improvements, driven by his expertise in mechanics, marked a pivotal moment, revolutionizing efficiency and 
clarity in document duplication. Watt’s legacy, intertwined with the rise of carbon paper and subsequent 
inventions like the typewriter, fundamentally transformed
office technology. The impact on communication and business is undeniable, streamlining record-keeping and 
information dissemination. In an era before the digital takeover, these inventions were the technological 
backbone that shaped the trajectory of how we documented and shared information. The article effectively 
captures the significance of this transformative period, celebrating the ingenuity of inventors like James Watt in
revolutionizing communication practices.
From Patent to Proliferation: The Evolution of Carbon Paper in the 19th Century.
AI Comment: This article provides a captivating glimpse into the transformative impact of Ralph Wedgwood’s 
invention of carbon paper in 1806. Wedgwood’s creation, initially aimed at the business community, evolved 
over time to overcome early challenges, eventually becoming an indispensable tool. The synergy with 
typewriters in the 1870s catapulted carbon paper into widespread use, revolutionizing office communication 
and record-keeping. The meticulous detailing of the evolution, from modest beginnings to widespread 
adoption, underscores the profound legacy of carbon paper as a precursor to modern office technologies. 
Kudos to Ralph Wedgwood for his visionary contribution that continues to shape document duplication 
methods today!.
  ahrvid@hotmail.com for LoCs from robot, AIs, quantum computers, nanobots and toasters...

Nothing wrong with the AI text generator's  – ChatGPT - mimeograph description. But when an Ai - 
Perchsnce.org -  AI attempts to show ”a computer used for AI”, It fails every time - as in previous issues. If you
look closely you'll see that Ais can't even draw human hands correctly...
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